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Disclaimer
Contents of this Whitepaper are subject to change.

Industry Overview
Decentralized Finance (DeFi) has taken cryptocurrency a step further into making every
financial service universally accessible. Harnessing the power of blockchain and smart
contracts, it has made financial services available to virtually anyone with an internet
connection. As a result, it bypasses the need for traditional intermediaries, like a bank or
lawyer.

In recent months, DeFi has been capturing headlines, with many buyers and traders turning
to decentralized exchanges and lenders, largely based on the Ethereum blockchain. The
overall amount locked in DeFi is approximately US$65 billion, according to the widely known
data analytics platform DeFi Pulse as of this writing. This is a big leap from around US$30
million at the beginning of 2018, and US$662 million at the beginning of 2020. The
development in this serves as a further liquidity boost for the decentralized space.

A recent study from Glassnode, a blockchain analysis firm, has shown a seismic shift from
centralized exchanges (CEX) to decentralized exchanges (DEX). The amount of Ethereum
fees made on ether deposits within CEX dropped to less than 1% as of Dec 9 2020, from
about 26% at the end of October 2017. Almost all fees involving CEXs were used mainly for
ether withdrawals in 2020. It is evident that DEXs are challenging CEXs dominance in crypto
trading.

While established protocols and products in the DeFi space have developed further on top of
the dominant Ethereum blockchain, DeFi protocols and products are prepared for growth.
While DeFi’s potential seems promising, there are challenges in adoption and scalability that
need to be addressed in order for the industry to function at a level comparable to traditional
markets. When it comes to trading the temporal value of assets, the market is filled with a
dearth of inventiveness. Incentives such as interest rates serve to urge unused assets to be
put to use. Merit (donor) leads to market wealth creation whereas financial flow between
borrowers and donors that pursue merit (borrower) and that bestows merit (donor) results in
market wealth creation (lender).

Currently, the majority of digital assets are undervalued and subject to sharp price
fluctuations over a longer time frame. Therefore, having a rapidly depreciating asset base is
demotivating and encourages users to look for new incentives and structures to mitigate
losses.

An up-and-coming platform in the DeFi scene, Binance Smart Chain (BSC), is still relatively
new but its growth is already considerable. This trading platform is especially speedy and
comes with features designed to make it easier for programmers to build highly
decentralized applications. In order to guarantee that users get the best of both worlds, the
exchange was constructed with cross-chain interoperability in mind.



The speed of blockchains is a natural restriction of blockchain systems, which means smart
contracts might drastically congest the network. The notable Cryptokitties, an NFT
(Non-Fungible Token) game, reached its peak popularity at the same time that it brought the
Ethereum blockchain to a grinding halt in late 2017.

One of the most difficult obstacles to building a blockchain is the issue of scalability. Binance
Smart Chain makes it possible for assets from other chains to be integrated into the
expanding DeFi ecosystem.

NFTs on the other hand have become largely popular in DeFi. Currently, these tokens are
particularly popular in the area of digital collectibles, where they are being used to recapture
the worth and ownership of something that can be replicated effortlessly and repeatedly.

To improve the efficiency of money markets, we have designed Gennix, a decentralized
system that:

● Is integrated on the BSC platform for frictionless digital asset borrowing over layer 2
networks

● Creates more profitable investment options with low collateral ratios, NFT yield
boosters and low transaction fees

● Is secure and credible with TrustScore protocol and Blacklist capabilities

Gennix Mission and Vision

Mission: Our mission is to inspire and enable the next generation of investors to achieve
financial freedom. As a team of developers and researchers with extensive experience within
the blockchain and financial industry, we strive to offer only the most effective solutions
within the DeFi lending space. We make DeFi readily available for the community and the
users we aim to serve, focusing on efficiency and convenience without compromising on
security.

Vision: To establish Gennix as the leading platform in the borrowing and lending space by
providing relevant and critical financial tools to retail investors of all levels.



What is Gennix?
Gennix is a DeFi Layer 2 lending protocol designed to maximize scalability, composability,
and growth. The project promotes end-to-end lending and borrowing of digital assets and
related financial products by operating on a decentralized network. A game-changing feature
that distinguishes Gennix from other DeFi projects is its development on the Binance Smart
Chain (BSC) network and Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs) with utility.

● Leveraging on Binance Smart Chain (BSC)
● Porting to Layer 2 Networks with Blockchain Infrastructure
● L2 Scaling Solutions and Sidechains
● Seamless Borrowing and Lending with Lower Collateral Ratios
● TrustScore Protocol and Blacklist Capabilities
● Microlending capabilities

Lending markets mostly appeal to borrowers who require capital for trading or leveraging
purposes throughout decentralized financing. A massive inflow of institutional capital through
different protocols and networks was recently observed.

NFTs are tokenized versions of tangible or digital assets. Each token is unique, authentic,
and digitally scarce. In addition, NFTs can only be sold, exchanged, or transferred in their
complete form. Because of these unique properties, NFTs have helped bridge assets across
different industries.

Considering the challenges present in the DeFi and Blockchain Technology space, Gennix is
committed to overcoming the technical shortcomings of the present network and bridge the
divide between borrowers and lenders.

Gennix is a DeFi Layer 2 lending protocol designed to maximize scalability, composability,
and growth. The project has been created to promote end-to-end lending and borrowing of
digital assets and related financial products by operating on public networks. A
game-changing feature that distinguishes Gennix from other DeFi projects is its foundation
on the latest innovative BSC network and the introduction of NFT yield boosters.

The Gennix Website is available at gennix.io



Microlending Capabilities
As discussed above, we plan to offer sophisticated financial products to our users. We
decided to introduce goods into our microlending segment as our first bid. Micro-financing
provides investors with a far lower cost in terms of interest than conventional banking and
Peer-to-Peer (P2P) markets, with time-binding credit. These loans may be taken directly into
the wallets and used for different purposes. For small businesses, microlending offers a big
use case of capital fulfillment for their daily operational needs.

Technology in Gennix

VALUE FOR COLLATERAL
The leverage element indicates the amount of liquidity present in each asset
pool. A smaller number represents lesser liquidity, whereas a larger number
represents more underlying assets forming the liquidity provision. The ability
of users to obtain loans is reliant on pools of the underlying assets and
liquidity – based on the supplied collateral.



Challenges & Gennix’s Solutions

Challenge 1: Limited Scalability and Slow Transaction Speeds

As user adoption on the Ethereum network increases, transaction throughput decreases,
while transaction fees increase. In order for a transaction to be confirmed, a transaction must
undergo a number of confirmations. A confirmation is required to ensure the probability of
duplicate spending is zero. For each confirmation, a transaction must wait a specified
amount of time. Users can supply more “gas” to accelerate transactions during periods of
heavy network congestion. Gas fees are transaction fees that are made by users. These are
payments to miners to compensate them for the utilization of vast amounts of computational
energy required to process and validate transactions on the Ethereum blockchain. This
poses a huge challenge to both Ethereum and projects built on the Ethereum platform with
regard to scalability.

As mentioned, Ethereum’s primary function is to be a platform for building smart contracts
and DApps. However, high transaction fees and low transaction speeds defy the point of
utilizing it and perpetuate the huge obstacle for widespread adoption and scalability.

Gennix Proposal: Leveraging on Binance Smart Chain (BSC)

Activity has surged on the BSC network. As such, there are various opportunities to effect
change in the DeFi ecosystem, ranging from Token Swaps to decentralized automated
marketing to the application of Non-fungible tokens (NFTs). The BEP-20, BEP-721 and
BEP-1155 token standards are all supported on the Binance Smart Chain.

BSC was built from the ground up to be EVM (Ethereum Virtual Machine)-compatible, which
means it began supporting the large ecosystem of Ethereum tools and DApps right from the
start. With this, developers would be able to migrate their applications easily from Ethereum.
It implies that third-party apps may be made to function on BSC with little effort. Binance
Smart Chain blocks are on average 3 seconds apart. Also, the implementation of a Proof of
Staked Authority (or PoSA) consensus model is used. This allows people who join the
validator pool staking BNB to become validators.

Using a dual-chain architecture, the notion is that users may move assets across
blockchains without having to worry about cross-chain compatibility. By this method, users
may trade at a lightning-fast pace on Binance Chain, while Dapps like Gennix may be
constructed on the BSC. Because of this universal connectivity, users are presented with a
broad array of options to meet a variety of requirements and functions. BSC makes it
possible for assets from other chains to be integrated into the expanding DeFi ecosystem.
As Gennix runs on the quick processing capabilities of the BSC platform, it will enable users
to enjoy quicker transaction processing times, lower transaction fees and increased
scalability



Gennix Proposal: Porting to Layer 2 Networks with Blockchain Infrastructure

Scaling strategies in Layer 2 transfer transactions off-chain and wrap them in evidence that
is returned to the main chain. Layer 2 scaling solutions have improved transaction speed at
a low cost. These configured networks are EVM compatible and can be customized. This
provides both versatility and functionality in a niche manner while continuously connecting
the principal BSC network. The scalability issue and high transaction cost of Ethereum are
resolved with BSC Layer 2 scaling solutions.

The Gennix Protocol was developed on BSC, which is interoperable and blockchain
agnostic. Being blockchain agnostic is a massive advantage for Gennix as it does not
constrain us to the use of a singular blockchain protocol, thus effectively “future-proofing” our
DApp against unexpected developments in the blockchain space. Lastly, BSC being highly
interoperable allows for smooth sharing of information and communication between different
decentralized networks without the need for an intermediary. This will inevitably result in
completely permissionless and decentralized systems.

Gennix Proposal: L2 Scaling Solutions & Sidechains
Layer 2 scaling solutions are classified into state channels and sidechains. Any network
participant on a state channel is presumed to act as a validator, which is a fixed list and
anyone may use the network on a side chain that has a different validator set. Sidechains
are often customized into non-custodial sidechains.

On a custodian side-chain, properties with their own consensus and stability are transferred
through a parallel chain whereas non-custodial sidechain assets on the main chain are
guaranteed by smart contracts. By incorporating side-chains into the Gennix platform, main
chain nodes need not keep every transaction from the side-chain. For example, users might
execute hundreds of side-chain transactions, enter the side-chain, and leave with only one
mainnet transaction.

The key benefits of side-chains like BSC are faster transactions and lower gas fees than if
transactions are done on the mainchain (Ethereum mainnet).



Challenge 2: High Gas Fees and Undesirable Loans

In DeFi loans, a borrower has to contribute something more valuable than the sum of the
loan in order to receive a loan. So, in order to borrow capital, borrowers will need to
collateralize their loans with supplied collateral in the range of 150%-200%. The collateral
can be in a wide range of cryptocurrencies, as approved automatically by the smart contract.
This is to protect the lender against loan defaults by the borrower. Nevertheless, DeFi loans
are still risky.

The provision of such an exorbitant amount of collateral is a safeguard against steep
declines in the value of collateral, bear markets and loan defaults.

As the use and popularity of DeFi platforms over traditional finance products became clear,
the total amount of assets locked up in Ethereum protocols increased from just US$1.25
billion a year ago to well over $65 billion today. Transaction costs have skyrocketed on the
Ethereum network in recent months as the world of DeFi is quickly getting more expensive
and thereby risks undercutting the platform’s advantages.

Owing to escalating gas prices, Ethereum’s network has surpassed an average of $50 per
transaction, due to congestion. This has led to loans becoming highly undesirable on many
open lending sites, as consumers now have to supply collateral and repay their loans with
interest. The costs involved with a small loan might total more than the interest owed,
resulting in an unnecessarily costly transaction.



Gennix Proposal: Seamless Borrowing and Lending with Lower
Collateral Ratios

Gennix utilizes BEP-20 tokens as it is required for DApps on BSC. The use of BSC allows
faster and cheaper transactions relative to the Ethereum Mainnet and provides the additional
benefits of trading NFTs. BSC has witnessed substantial growth and user engagement and
is sure to grow in the future.

When compared to working on other platforms, working with BSC will provide a substantial
advantage, particularly with regard to transaction fees that are about 90% cheaper than what
is experienced on Ethereum. As operating expenses for BSC would be lower, this enables
Gennix to move quicker in its pursuit of full decentralization by offering members of the
community the option to become validators. Compared to the Ethereum network, node
operators there were expected to have sizable cash bases in order to become a validator –
thus proving to be a barrier to entry.

At Gennix, we have made our borrowing and lending platform effortless and transformative
by utilizing the BSC network to drastically reduce gas fees. This encourages network
participation within the Gennix ecosystem.

With our open lending protocols, we enable customers to deposit collateral, and also provide
an option to get a relatively low APR loan that must be repaid before they can reclaim their
collateral. In this case, a lower collateral ratio will allow borrowers to borrow more and boosts
the overall system’s usefulness. They are also useful as a source of income since people
may deposit their assets and use them as collateral, which is then secured and loaned to
others. Borrowers pay interest to those lenders, and lenders gain interest from the
borrowers.

As the crypto lending market has a large supply of loans but only limited loan demand, our
platform with lower collateral ratios will gain a competitive edge over other platforms.



Challenge 3: Lack of Metrics to Authenticate Credibility
Borrowers are also separated from the identity maps and their trail record, collateral-free or
under-collateralized credit is a vague hope. A higher collateral ratio is often related to a
multi-stakeholder partnership loss of confidence.

DeFi lacks a method to evaluate and scientifically evaluate a user’s creditworthiness. Higher
leverage represents a flexibility cushion and reduces the probability of winding-up incidents.
This however leads to inefficiency and lost business opportunities. The lack of credibility
criteria is a major obstacle to the growth of innovative financial products and to institutions’
ability to make loans more decentralized. This exacerbates the problem of interest
efficiencies and higher operating expenses.

Gennix Proposal: TrustScore Protocol & Blacklist Capabilities

Gennix’s use of TrustScore is the piece that completes the DeFi puzzle, and when employed
properly will usher in mainstream adoption via increased security and confidence resulting
from this trustless scoring system, inspired by a dominant entity in the crypto space:
digisure.ai

Potentially fraudulent transactions will be examined and assessed further to locate their
contamination source. These wallets and addresses will be blacklisted and are conspicuous
so that users may easily spot them. Consumers will be made aware when interacting with
other users who may be potentially fraudulent, thus safeguarding the interests of users on
our platform.

Using TrustScore, TrustScore’s patented algorithms will assess a BEP20 address to define
its creditworthiness. In order to test credit behaviour only by using this whitelisted BEP20
address, TrustScore scans consumer activity on different loan platforms and protocols.
Users can include as many whitelisted addresses as they wish, but the algorithm will only
collect relevant financial data from users who need to be assessed when performing a
certain activity.

Our method aims to solve the issue of over-collateralization and adds a layer of identification
in a decentralized financial ecosystem. In the coming future, a different paper will also be
published outlining the detailed process.

This protocol further supports under-collateralized loans which lower the barrier for
borrowers and in turn boosts returns for lenders.



Challenge 4: Lack of Sophisticated Financial Products

Traditional capital markets deliver a broad variety of options and goods. However,
organizations are easier to reach than retail customers. Users must then subscribe to and
utilize what organizations deliver. DeFi has turned the tables with regard to mutual funds,
fixed deposits, term deposits, insurance, shares and stocks

DeFi not only empowers creators to produce and distribute these sophisticated financial
tools but also gives consumers a voice to request apps that they feel will add value to the
community. We currently realize, that the decentralized financial market today lacks such
tools. We conclude that innovative financial products can be developed and rendered more
available by decentralized financing of more real-life applications.

Furthermore, the rate at which the decentralized economy grows is inevitable not to be taken
into account. The main explanation for this is the flow of money to the sector from institutions
and from HNW/UHNW (High Networth Individuals and Ultra-High Networth Individuals). In
order to maintain such market size, we assume DeFi lacks the same and thus needs a more
sophisticated financial commodity.



Gennix Proposal: Microlending Capabilities and Binary Options
As discussed above, we plan to offer sophisticated financial products to our users. We
decided to introduce goods into our microlending segment as our first bid. Micro-financing
provides investors with a far lower cost in terms of interest than conventional banking and
Peer-to-Peer (P2P) markets, with time-binding credit. These loans may be taken directly into
the wallets and used for different purposes. For small businesses, microlending offers a big
use case of capital fulfilment for their daily operational needs.

The lending markets mostly appeal to the borrower’s need for funds for trading purposes
throughout the decentralized financing. A massive inflow of institutional capital through
different protocols and networks was observed recently. We assume that institutions have
ultimately kept trusting the code to deploy their funds in pools that generate more capital. As
the first of such financial derivatives contracts, Gennix has ambitions to offer protection by
means of credit default swaps. More comprehensive details on design, architecture,
implementation etc. is publicly available in the following documents.

Of course, the task of sub collateralization is of great significance, as well as credit
delegation processes for developing certain financial goods. In subsequent articles, we will
publish extensive details on various items and relevant principles.

Binary Options will also be included where users may choose between a call and put options
that are valid for a short period of time. Users will select the direction in which they believe
the price of their token will change, either up or down - thus the term binary. By removing
technical jargon, enhances the accessibility of the product and assists users in gaining a
better understanding of protocol and its operations.

Challenge 5: Yield Farms Only Benefitting Whales

Yield farms have seen significant interest in the last few months. As the number of
individuals searching for investment opportunities continues to rise, yield farms have
emerged as a popular choice for cryptocurrency investors because of their simple premise,
easy user interface, and typically annual percentage yield (APY).

However, like cryptocurrency trading, yield farms have mainly turned into a playground for
whales because withdrawing dividends would often result in a loss of money due to high
transaction fees.



Gennix Proposal: Reward Users with NFT Yield Boosters

NFTs are tokenized versions of real or digital assets and each token is unique, authentic and
digitally scarce. NFTs can only be sold, exchanged or transferred in their whole form.
Because of these unique properties, NFTs have helped bridge assets across different
industries.

NFTs, mixed with this explosive, emerging financial vertical have limitless potential. They can
be used as collateral in DeFi lending and can also represent more complex financial
products like insurances, bonds or options.

While NFTs have been known to be widely used as a collectible, we have incorporated it into
our structure to make them functional by adding utility and value to our investors.

T1* T2 T3 T4 T5

Cost (USD) 0 (min
stake)

$50 $750 $1,500 $3,500

Min stake
amount

$100 $500 $2,500 $7,500 $22,500

Min stake
duration
(months)

1 2 4 6 8

Airdrop/month
($GNNX token)

N.A. $5 $25 $50 $100

Platform trading
fee discount

5% 10% 15% 20% 30%

Additional
staking rewards

0.5% 1% 2% 3% 5%

Mint Unlimited Unlimited Limited (50) Limited (40) Limited (30)

* Must be claimed

● Each NFT dictates the tier and membership status of each individual which will give
users different levels of utility.

● NFTs can either be bought or earned for free by staking for the minimum period.
● On top of staking rewards, NFT holders will be rewarded with exclusive monthly

airdrops and will be entitled to platform trading fee discounts on the borrowing and
lending platform.

● Resale of NFTs will result in the forfeiture of the aforementioned perks for Tier 1
buyers.



Gennix Solution

Considering the challenges present in the DeFi and Blockchain Technology space, Gennix is
committed to overcoming the technical shortcomings of the present network and bridge the
divide between borrowers and lenders.

Established protocols on the monetary system have been able to provide and aggregate
rather needed liquidity on the existing market. Excessive capital on the supply side is
overwhelming, and due to the weaker loaning side lies unused. Demand generation needs to
be addressed by providing more attractive financial options in insurance, including
micro-financing for debtors. This project also rewards players within the ecosystem to
maintain a solid liquidity pool with its NFT yield booster.

Gennix is a DeFi-built uniform Layer 2 lending protocol that's designed to maximize
scalability, composability, and growth. The project has been created to promote end-to-end
lending and borrowing of digital assets and related financial products by operating on public
networks. A game-changing feature that distinguishes Gennix from other DeFi projects is its
foundation on the latest innovative BSC network and the introduction of NFT yield boosters.

Free development and customization of current financial goods pave the way to
unauthorized creativity. Contracts for proof of reputation set creditworthiness and encourage
greater quality and openness in order to improve leasing and investing prospects.
Non-custodial agreements permit smooth digital asset exchanges through markets and
members in the chain and off-chain and maintain custody with the original holders.

While on the BSC platform, the network architecture is Ethereum compliant and agnostic,
which makes it possible to resolve assets immediately over various blockchain networks
while maintaining custody with the network of the asset holders. The cross-chain system
enables the loan and financing of private platforms and public networks through a range of
global markets. The network is protected by evidence of the stakeholders' process
administered by voting voters in order for the participants to reach an agreement.

By using BSC, transactions happen faster and cost less than using the Ethereum Mainnet,
and it also offers the added benefits of trading NFTs. BSC has seen dramatic growth and
user engagement and is well-positioned to see much more success in the future.

We believe this technology has the potential to be truly transformative for the loan
ecosystem, while keeping better efficiency, reduced transaction costs, and decreased
dependence on third parties.

Visual Summary of Gennix Positioning

Challenge Gennix Solution



Limited Scalability and Slow Transaction
Speeds

● Porting to Layer 2 Networks with
Blockchain Infrastructure

● Leveraging on Binance Smart Chain
(BSC)

● L2 Scaling Solutions & Sidechains

High Gas Fees and Undesirable Loans ● Seamless Borrowing and Lending
with Lower Collateral Ratios

● Porting to Layer 2 Networks with
Blockchain Infrastructure

● Leveraging on Binance Smart Chain
(BSC)

● L2 Scaling Solutions & Sidechains

Lack of Metrics to Authenticate Credibility ● TrustScore Protocol & Blacklist
Capabilities

Lack of Sophisticated Financial Products ● Introduce Sophisticated Finance
Products

Yield Farms Only Benefitting Whales ● Reward Users with NFT Yield
Boosters



Company & Team

Company
Gennix presents as a platform designed to make investment accessible and easy for the
wholesale Australian marketplace. The team at Gennix are passionate about reducing as
much complexity as possible for everyday Australians to directly invest their money into an
investment fund. The company believes the way investment funds are offered to the market
should match recent developments in user experience and mobile technology. The Gennix
team is composed of leaders and blockchain specialists across several industries. The
diverse history of the team serves to reinforce the influence of Gennix on the market.

Team

Dean Marjanovic, CEO

Dean is the current CEO of the Gennix Fund. Armed with 17 years of professional
experience in the finance and technology industry, Dean spent the majority of his career
trading for high net worth clients and managing wholesale equities funds while maintaining
core leadership positions in the company. He has worked for notable companies including
Lex Capital, Lex Exchange and Wind Investment Group.

His career has been focused on constructing a comprehensive trading and FX portfolio and
constructing a network of resources for numerous professional ventures like the Australian
Financial Services Licensed Foreign Exchange where he held the position as a CEO.

Apart from the realm of trading, Dean is a passionate advocate for animal rights and
champions causes dealing with the host of environmental issues present in the world today.

Dean’s leadership capabilities, enthusiasm in high-volume FX and crypto trading coupled
with his drive for change and continuous improvement will ensure Gennix’s success.



Celilsemi Sam Erkiner, Lead Technical Consultant

Sam is an award-winning web and hybrid software engineer specializing in serverless
cross-device solutions. With more than 11 years of engineering experience, he was involved
in the development of more than 35 mobile applications and many web-based applications.

Working in the ever-changing environment of the digital space, Sam is an expert with
functional skills in JavaScript and TypeScript. He is also equipped with core methodologies
such as reactive programming, serverless backend and cross-device frontend solutions. He
also maintains his proficiency in the latest programming trends, protocols, and languages
such as Firebase, Ionic, Angular, NodeJS, PHP, and .NET.

Sam's passion and involvement in the open-source and technical communities have led him
to receive multiple global awards for software coding and design from Australia, Turkey,
Macedonia, and Serbia. Some of his notable awards include first place in Microsoft's
Openness Ideas and second place in the Siemens Innovation Competition.

In addition to Sam's paid work assignments, his entrepreneurial spirit has led him to run and
lead his own startups, BookByt.es, Feather, and RE-MINT.

Sam's technical expertise will make it easy for Gennix to build a strong framework and
achieve excellence on its platform.



Haribabu Mandapalli, Lead Blockchain Consultant

Haribabu has 13 years of professional working experience in software development from
diverse industries - from banking, cryptocurrency to retail. Being the lead consultant and
senior developer in companies such as the Commonwealth Bank, TCS and HCL, Hari is well
equipped to handle a wide range of technical projects for the team.

Hari is armed with an exceptional foundation in full-stacks engineering and blockchain
technology. He is adept in key programming languages such as JavaScript, NodeJS and
keeps up to date with other technical programs like Net, .Net Core, JQuery, Angular/Js, Ruby
On Rails, SQL Server, Oracle, MongoDB, MySQL, Redis and RabbitMQ.

Hari earned a Bachelor of Technology in Computer Science Engineering from the Jawaharlal
Nehrul Technological University. His credibility and extensive expertise in a variety of key
roles in the software engineering space will be invaluable to Gennix.



Dang Tran, Senior Technology Consultant

Dang is an accomplished full-stack developer with a specialisation in cryptocurrency and
crypto trading. He has more than 16 years of experience in IT in banking, retail and video
technology. In his years of work, Dang has led many software engineering projects across
various industries including the Reserve Bank of Australia, David Jones and Brightcove.

As blockchain technology evolves and is becoming widely adopted, Dang has always
jumped on opportunities to effect positive change within the industry. He has been personally
involved in mining operations and exchange trading all whilst keeping up to date with the
latest industry news.

Dang brings an essential skill from a software engineering and technical perspective with
regards to all things crypto.



Jeevika Makani, Operational Risk Analyst

Jeevika is an excellent business leader with more than 8 years of experience working in a
variety of industries such as finance, capital lending and sharing economy in Australia,
Southeast Asia, East Africa and the UK. Having an MBA from INSEAD, her extensive
knowledge of strategy, operations, and risk management give the team an overall advantage
in creating the latest solutions in a P2P decentralized economy.

She has worked with multiple data-driven companies whose core business delivers positive
societal or environmental impact including Lendable (fintech expanding access to capital in
emerging markets) and Fat Llama (sharing economy platform). Her passion for the circular
economy led her to run and lead her own startup RE-MINT to change the future of
peer-to-peer resale.

Jeevika thrives under uncertainty and change, making her capable of handling the
ever-evolving Defi landscape and volatile crypto environment. She will be an invaluable part
of Gennix’s
project.



Steven Yuan, IT Business Analyst Consultant

Steven’s effervescent nature has proved him well as he has amassed a wealth of knowledge
in the field of Information Systems and Business Analysis. He specialises in the analysis of
technical systems designs and business models which has helped provide system
improvement and efficiency enhancement to a multitude of projects. He has explored various
roles within the finance and telecommunications companies including Lex Exchange and
TPG Telecom.

As a graduate from Macquarie University with a Bachelors in Information Systems and
Business Analysis. Steven is always on the lookout for the latest changes in the
technological scene and is ready to be at the forefront of change.

With Steven’s tenacious attitude and up-to-date knowledge of IT Business, he will bring a
fresh perspective to the team.



Richard Garnett, Technical Specialist

Richard is a high profile marketing and technical specialist for various decentralization
projects. He has earned a reputation as a skilled strategist working as a trusted advisor for
several DeFi and exchange initiatives in Asia and Australia.

Additionally, Richard has built an extensive community within the digital mining sector. His
decades of creating, managing and consultancy within the industry will ensure that
significant funds and essential pools of liquidity are funnelled into the Gennix DeFi project.
Richard successfully coordinated the largest bitcoin mining projects throughout Oceania
from 2016-2019 including

His main expertise includes support incubation protocols and programs for both BEP20 and
ERC20.

Richard is a wonderful addition to the team due to his in-depth understanding in digital
mining and involvement in multiple blockchain projects, he will be one of Gennix’s valued
members.



Detailed Gennix Principles and Considerations

● Asset Provision
To ensure liquidity for the resource pool, users will provide digital assets to their respective
liquidity pools where the aggregated liquefaction corresponds to the borrower’s request.
Users may remove their liquidity at any point unless otherwise staked in time-locked pools.
BSC ‘gToken’ (Gennix Liquidity Pool Token) represents the assets in their respective pools.
Liquidity Token holders retain gTokens in a proportionate sum that reflects the user’s share
of the pool and entitlement to interest received over time from the monetary sector. As a
result of the borrowing demand, the accrued gTokens are convertible to underlying
properties by merely keeping “gToken.”

● Borrowing 'gToken' Liquidity Pool Assets
Borrowing from the liquidity pools means that borrowers who wish to borrow from the money
market protocol of Gennix and other ecosystem-integrated protocols can do so using the
Gennix system. Users may decide the asset that is being borrowed and what collateral they
are using to underpin the borrowing contract, determined by the smart contract of the Gennix
platform and lending pools, without having to bargain for terms. This robust, fast
methodology for borrowing and providing transparency and uniformity makes the Gennix
money market special.

● Value for Collateral
The leverage element indicates the amount of liquidity present in each asset pool, with a
smaller number of meaningless liquidity and a more significant number meaning more
underlying assets forming the liquidity provision. The ability of users to obtain loans is reliant
upon the number of pools of underlying assets and liquidity based on available collateral.

● Yield Provision
Holders of the Gennix governance tokens can vote on the interest rate formula, codified by a
smart contract for the demand curve and represented by the use ratio, baseline interest rate,
and reserve ratio. The market supply interest rate is calculated by the borrowing rate, the
reserve factor, and the total borrowers’ amount or S total spread in the respective market.

● USDT or Other Stable Coins Liquidity
For any operation carried out in the protocol, user balances shall be reflected in proportion or
sum of gToken balances. Users will pay for gTokens with the accumulated principal and
interest that can be traded for underlying market assets with exchange rates, mint, borrow
and repay (Price of gToken for the underlying asset).



● Yield/Interest Rates
As the demand and supply fluctuations in the platform are the deciding factors of interest
rates, such rates are measured and consistently adjusted on all borrower adjustments over
time. This adjustment is periodically recorded and interpreted for each transaction in the
protocol as an interest rate index.

● Liquidity Pools
Borrowers are paired with lenders under current standard frameworks. These buyers are
paid for their provision of collateral and liquidity by the borrowers paying an interest rate for
the borrowed funds. The yield for investors (lenders) is thus encouraged for lenders to serve
as liquidity providers and collateral providers to keep liquidity in the platform. They serve as
money market traders, thereby providing the reservoirs of liquidity with ample depth.

● Under-Collateralized Lending
Stringent and relevant collateral criteria are essential for promoting market access to
borrowers. Collateralization is a deterrent to entry since market losses resulting from
uncertainty and eventual liquidation must be mitigated. Traditional capital markets provide an
adequate measurement of reputation metrics that facilitate users’ creditworthiness through
the appropriate entities in position. They then create sufficient trust in the mechanism to help
investing and lending and reduce the inherent risks of defaults or failure to pay.

Because of the lack of access to consumer information, DeFi fails in specific traditional
benchmarking mechanisms. To achieve creditworthiness and to report default and failure to
reimburse the creditor, consumer data must be retained over a lifetime. However, the rights
and data protection of consumers are another pressing issue. It is also appropriate to create
creditworthiness, verify data, and protect appropriate privacy. A new, balanced method is
followed. Gennix has introduced the Trustscore mechanism for determining such
creditworthiness.



● Micro-financing
Peer-to-peer lending has seen massive growth in the demand for digital lending, with strong
developments in the p2p industry occurring in the past two decades. Micro-finance is one of
the main uses of peer funding. Since DeFi exploded upon the financial scene, it is our thesis
that there is a clear need to serve customers by offering micro-financing. Micro-finance
allows real-world deployments of funds and leads to more significant value savings.
Borrowing tends to build trust in multi-party relationships and enables micro-financing loans
through a common pool and credit delegation to an option seeker that undertakes the risk.
The objective of Gennix is to make it easier for lenders to sell small volume,
undercollateralized loans. Current lenders are proportionately responsible for the risks of
loan default and non-payments. Here the lenders have collateral for pools for several
thousands of micro-credit portfolios. By extending the exposure over a wide range of
providers, the whole portfolio is protected against catastrophic loss. This makes it possible
for DeFi to expand its lending markets to different market segments.

● Delegation of Credit Risk
Alternative approaches such as peer funding enable users to get loans directly from other
users and cut the middleman. “Know your borrower” is the most crucial factor in a
connection that implies that a lender knows whom he lends. The risk pressure that could
occur in case of default is therefore taken. But the only way in the absence of an identity
layer, in decentralized financing as mentioned above, is to mitigate the primary risk of default
through a reliable method in the absence of an identity layer. Credit Delegation plays a key
function, namely that of the bi-party arrangement between lenders and borrowers, as a
programmed or coded version. A trustworthy arrangement can be signed by all parties to
allow the debtor to borrow the capital of the creditor. The interest rate, loan provisions, and
other agreements are laid down in an Open Legal Borrowing Arrangement and held as an
unchanging reference point. In combination with creditworthiness (TrustScore), the credit risk
delegation provides a certain degree of collateralization. It can be converted into
noncollateralized loans in the future.

● Smart Contract Financial Products
Smart contracts can plan, build, and sell various customized financial products utilizing
various protocols or platforms. Smart contracts are written at an increased degree of
sensitivity for improved analysis and testing. It may also be combined to make more
advanced and productive goods, such as credit swaps, standard swaps, and more.



● Proof of Reputation Contracts
A collection of linked smart contracts allows TrustScore to be calculated and processed on
the blockchain to prevent any prejudices or malicious activities in calculating users’ success
in respect of such transactions. These smart contracts seek to archive the historical records
of consumers, to analyze and benchmark them according to set criteria and conditions.
These are easily customizable smart contracts that provide a large variety of application
cases, such as measurement of results, credit rating, and user identity.

● Cross Chain Bridge Agreements
Through special smart contracts, cross-chain exchanges may be used in non-custodial ways
to lend, lease and handle digital assets in real-time. This allows users to lend assets and
collateral to blockchain networks without transferring tokens. Noncustodial collateral contacts
establish a synthetic digital asset supply that blocks initial tokens or assets in themselves
and enables transfers through different networks. The smart contract extracts the valuation
of such assets from business oracles and reconciles the resulting asset values across
network nodes throughout the borrowing period. Nuclear cross-chain swaps allow
exchanges on separate blockchain networks between the two tokens, while cross-chain
bridge interactions between different networks are an immediate solution. The protocol
seeks to use these cross-chain bridges to enable the assets to be lent and borrowed for
digital assets in real-time, cross-chain atomic swaps. This ensures that asset suppliers
(lenders) and borrower companies can simultaneously access various markets and financial
products through various blockchain networks.

● Handling of risks
Risk is implicit in loans and must be administered in line with various conditions in the
industry. For instance, micro-finance or non-payment risk seeks specific risk criteria to
handle defaults and non-payments. Different criteria, specifications, risk models, and
processes are present in various financial goods. The protocol provides a fully agile
environment in which risk modelling techniques and specifications can be adhered to, tested,
and used. The Gennix protocol aims to establish criteria of risk management that are
necessary for interaction with more decentralized protocols, DAOs, and platforms. These
criteria and design processes may be suggested, defined, and agreed upon by users to
include rigorous governance and the protocol with new risk management capacities.



● Governance
The Gennix protocol’s online governance model allows various network members to achieve
agreement via a direct voting process. The framework for chain management controls the
actions of network members with the aim of removing maladjusted actors and encouraging
successful actors to get out of the network. This weighted stake system provides stakes,
holding higher vote privileges, a choice of different conditions, new laws, markets, collateral
limitations, etc., to be proposed and defined. In addition, the protocol specifies the scope of
off-chain administration, which is detailed for users sometimes.

● Yield Farming
Yield farming governance, along with the concept of dual yield farming and a new incentive
system based on the GNNX governance token, has made decentralized finance much more
feasible. The network influence of vested interest contributes to the development of vast
liquidity pools of lending collateral. Yield farming allows a robust and highly innovative
network. Yield farming means that a digital asset holder who works with his digital assets
through investments in the network can lock his collateral within a yield farm in exchange for
yield.

To speed up the adoption of the new lending protocol launched and attract new assets to the
Gennix platform and lending liquidity pools and its various partner projects and tokens,
Geninx will allot a portion of the GNNX tokens and the partners’ native tokens to the Gennix
platform. In return, the Gennix protocol can provide yield and interest to the users and allow
for the liquidity and involvement of the community in the decentralized project.

A higher APY can be accomplished safely under dual yield farming. Native token inflation is
regulated and complemented by the matching rewards of another collaborator token, lenders
and liquidity providers may make more sustainable profit over time. By innovating with the
Gennix yield farms and combining the strengths of the GNNX tokens with other quality
projects’ native tokens, Gennix is accessible to a more collaborative and committed
community that aims to stimulate users for the longer term and win loyalty. More information
on dual farming and future partnerships shall be published occasionally and updated on the
Gennix website.

● Binary Options

Binary options offer users convenient access to appropriate financial instruments necessary
for the success of the project. Gennix’s binary options tool is uncomplicated and features an
intuitive UI/UX, allowing the technology to be easy to use and readily accessible to retail
investors of all levels.



Gennix Ecosystem Tenets and Beliefs

● Agnostic Blockchain
We opine that niche ecosystems such as DeFi are only the beginning of an age in which all
of these ecosystems are spread over multiple blockchain networks. We will also see more
financial and non-financial niche ecosystems for retail and business.

Consumers mushrooming. Therefore, a modular solution is required, and a framework must
be developed that facilitates the sharing and sharing of digital assets across these networks.

The Gennix protocol for Layer 2 is built as an agnostic blockchain, and agnostic L2 can
communicate with different networks through suitable mechanisms and thus is EVM
compatible.

● Compatibility with Ethereum
The smart contracts capacity network of Ethereum has allowed thousands of enterprises to
connect and interact with millions of users. It is the environment it has built over a period of
time that made the network powerful. The Ethereum community is the largest developer and
user economy in cryptocurrency and blockchain, and thousands of developers are working
on the mainnet and sidechains and spinoffs constantly to improve the Ethereum offers. It is
tough to produce something in the silo, and Gennix does not intend to do so.

The Gennix Network Protocol on BSC is built to be EVM compatible, blockchain agnostic, a
Universal Multi-Network Protocol that enables digital objects to share and communicate.

● Interoperability
Projects such as Polkadot, Fusion, Cosmos, Solana blockchains, etc., promote
interoperability. These ventures enable value and data to be transferred across several
networks. Interoperability is important to markets and provides additional customers.
Different blockchain networks cannot function openly and usually only operate in silos.
Gennix is building its protocol to communicate in an open manner that makes it interoperable
with other protocols.

● Consensus and Governance Include Staking
Mechanisms of governance delegation facilitate further commitment and community buy-in
for network consumers and members. The Gennix protocol is intended to promote multi-level
stakes and governance by means of moderate voting processes. We want to maintain an
open, participatory procedure that provides development and end-user comfort.

● Network Security
A number of systems, devices, and procedures cover the laws and settings intended to
preserve the network’s integrity, anonymity, and connectivity. The best practicable
precautions to maintain maximum safety are essential. The protocol is configured to meet



the best expectations and provides a desired degree of certainty such that value and data
are securely transferred across many networks.

● Use of Platform Fees

Staking Pool Payouts 20%

GNNX Tokens Burned (Up to 10% of Max Supply) 40%

GNNX Tokens Added to Liquidity Pool 40%

Governance

● Fair voting
In the universal Gennix protocol, the primary governing process is by online voting by
members taking into account the weight of their stake in the exercise. In proportion to the
number of tokens staked on the network, each member is entitled to voting privileges.

To be able to vote in the Gennix ecosystem, the users must stake the minimum number of
tokens required. To represent the interest of more significant shareholders who have a
vested interest in the success of our token, there will be a fair voting system, where
participants who stake 400,000 $GNNX tokens and above will get two votes, whereas those
who stake less than 400,000 $GNNX tokens will receive one vote.

Stakeholders may submit a resolution to the voting community and request for community
representatives to participate.

● Definition of events
Community involvement is pursued in particular events such as interest rate determination,
collateral requirements, weighted stakeholders’ decision-making, the addition of trading
markets, and the establishment of trading criteria, etc. In comparison with the weighted
stakeholder voting rights, user engagement and network involvement as an eligibility to vote
shall be considered.

This systematic method contributes to determining events of particular significance and
assures that representatives of the governance community participate as a whole. Both
plans and activities are sometimes reported in the Gennix platform and measured by stakes
and participatory votes.



gToken Contracts

gTokens facilitate transactions between currency and user market; the user may coin,
redistribute, borrow, reimburse, pay off gTokens and liquidate the funds that lie in their
respective money markets. BEP-20 and BEP-1155 token specifications for each money
market have

been introduced in the smart contracts. Exchange rate (r) determines the settlement of
gTokens & underlying securities, a rise commensurate with interest on period acquired and
directly related to the gross funding balance of the economy (a). Exchange rate
r=(underlying balancea+total borrow balance-reserves)/gTokenSupply

𝐸𝑥𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑟( ) =
𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑦𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑏𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒

𝑎
+𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑏𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑤 𝑏𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒

𝑎
−𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑠

𝑎

𝑔𝑇𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑛𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑦
𝑎

Utility of Token
For the following main functions, the Gennix native token '$GNNX' is used:
The $GNNX token would empower users to participate in the governance of the protocol.

● Protocol Encouragement: enables users to win incentives from time to time and give
them voting privileges in maintaining and developing the protocol.

● Staking rewards: $GNNX token would enable different ventures to open their Gennix
loan and credit markets, thereby allowing the consumers to use $GNNX token in the
form of the respective business tokens and to communicate with the related protocol
markets.

● Interaction between markets: Gennix is the first DeFi protocol that enables dual-token
farming so as to encourage Gennix users to connect with these respective markets
by launching different markets on Gennix.

Cross Chain Settlement: $GNNX Tokens can be used to connect with and exchange liquidity
with different lateral chains and main chain chains that are established over a time span
including xDai, Polygon, Polkadot, etc. as a cross-chain settlement instrument in the
numerous bridges produced.



Gennix Tokenomics: Value and Allocation
Gennix will issue a token raise for its Governance Tokens (the "$GNNX"). The purpose of
the token is to be used as a store of value and means of payment, including, without
limitation, goods and services, and to be used for various utilities within the Gennix
ecosystem and its affiliated business partners.

As a $GNNX token buyer, you can use $GNNX to access the Gennix platform, including but
not limited to:

● Stake $GNNX to generate yield
● Interact with the borrowing and lending protocol
● Purchase exclusive Gennix NFTs

As a Lender on the Gennix platform, you can use $GNNX tokens for several use cases,
including but not limited to:

● Receive funds from loans back with interest, generating passive income
● Prevention of having idle funds
● Generate yield regardless of market conditions
● Experience higher interest rates on loans relative to traditional savings

As a Borrower on the Gennix platform, you can use $GNNX tokens for several use cases,
including but not limited to:

● Hold digital assets by using them as collateral for a loan, while having more capital
for other activities

● Take advantage of arbitrage opportunities when borrowing on the Gennix platform
and lending on other platforms

As a Staker on the Gennix platform, you can use $GNNX tokens for several use cases,
including but not limited to:

● Generate yield from Gennix staking pools
● Gain voting rights to set the direction of Gennix in the future



$GNNX will run natively on the Binance Smart Chain with BEP-20 and BEP-1155 tokens.

The total supply is 1 billion $GNNX and the distribution is shown in the below table:

$GNNX Allocation



Distribution Price % Supply Vesting Rule

Ecosystem  20% 200,000,000 1-3 Years Locked

Team & Advisors  20% 200,000,000 3 Years Locked

50% Yearly After

Seed Funding &
Initial
Development

US$0.01 10% 100,000,000 1 Month Locked

20% TGE,

8% Monthly After

1st Round
Exclusive Sale

US$0.02 5% 50,000,000 1 Month Locked

20% TGE,

8% Monthly After

2nd Round
Private Sale

US$0.03 10% 100,000,000 1 Month Locked

20% TGE,

8% Monthly After

Reserved for
Future Sale

 10% 100,000,000 To Be Confirmed

Promotion &
Referral

($GNNX Token
Airdrop)

 5% 50,000,000 100% Unlocked

Liquidity  20% 200,000,000 100% Unlocked

Total Supply  100% 1,000,000,000

Vesting Rule

● Ecosystem: It will be locked from 1 year to 3 years depends on each term of lending
pools



● Team & Advisors: It will be locked for 3 years, and unlocked 50% in the 4th year and
50% in the 5th year

● Seed Funding and Initial Development, Exclusive Sale and Private Sale: It will be
locked for the 1st month, 20% unlocked for the second month, and released 8%
during the 3nd-12th months with total vesting of 12 months.

● Promotion & Referral: It is 100% unlocked.
● Liquidity: It is 100% unlocked.

1st Round Exclusive Sale for $GNNX holders

The first-round sale will be scheduled for Q3-2021.

In the first round, there are 50 million $GNNX tokens offered for $GNNX token holders.
The $GNNX token is issued at $0.02 on a first-come, first-served basis.

$GNNX tokens will be locked for the 1st month and unlocked 20% for the 2nd month during
the 3nd-12th months with total vesting of 12 months. $GNNX tokens will be listed on the
Binance Smart Chain via Pancake Swap in 2021, unlocking users’ demand for $GNNX.
$GNNX will be the backbone of the growing Gennix ecosystem.

2nd Round Private Sale

The second-round sale will be scheduled for Q3 of 2021

In the second round, there are 100 million $GNNX tokens offered for private investors. The
$GNNX token is issued at $0.03 on a first-come, first-served basis. $GNNX tokens will be
locked for the 1st month and unlocked 20% for the 2nd month during the 3nd-12th months
with total vesting of 12 months.



Reserve for Future Sale

There are 100 million $GNNX tokens reserved for future sale. The details will be
announced.

Fund Usages

● 45% of the funds will be used for the product development of building the platform
and performing upgrades to the system, which includes team recruiting, training, and
the development budget.

● 35% will be used for Gennix strategic partnership, branding, and marketing, including
continuous promotion and education of the $GNNX community and investment in
blockchain innovations.

● 20% will be kept in liquidity to cope with any emergency or unexpected situations that
might come up.

Circulation Supply Schedule

This 5-year chart intends to help the $GNNX community understand how $GNNX tokens
will be distributed at the launch of the Gennix ecosystem and throughout its lifecycle:

$GNNX Token Circulation Supply


